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AK EXPOSITION OK CONTINUED FRACTIONS 

Introduction. This paper, which la of an exposi¬ 

tory nature, la divided Into throe porta. In the 

first part a continued fraction is defined and some 

of the fundamental formulas used In tho study thereof 

are derived. In the second section Important classi¬ 

cal theorems on convergence ore established, while 

the final chapter is devoted to the study of recently 

developed convercenco criteria. 



CHAPTER I 

FUNDAMENTAL FORÎHJLAS 

1. îtotatlOT* A finite continued fraction is on 

expression of the form 

<1.1 > 
/■ 
^ v- <?4 

+ ^3 

^♦1 — | ^ 

Lv 

«here the symbols an and bn may he recarded at first 

as independent variables. On setting n =r 0, 1, 2 

successively, (1.1) becomes 
-4= 

4 + o.i — ■ 
4 ' —z; 

4 + A;   _ ij, 4 
/, -4 4 /- 

from which we see the continued fraction may be ex¬ 

pressed as a quotient of two polynomials in this set 

of variables. 

Before discussing the formation of these poly¬ 

nomials we will introduce a more condensed notation, 

namely 



(1.2) 
J.0 -h £/_ *U 

V- * 

_ + 

Th© an and bn are called the elements of th© contin¬ 

ued fraction* Th© fraction %/\)a Is called tho nth 

term whore and bn are th© nth partial numerator 

fraction has n + 1 terms* 

2* Tho transformation into an ordinary fraction. 

Since a continued fraction may be expressed as the 

quotient of two polynomials, we may write 

In order to determine the form of the polynomials 

An and % we will let n ::Of 1, 2, —--- successively, 

from which we see 

and nth partial denominator, respectively. bQ Is 

called the zeroth term, so that we say the continued 

A = J. - A. 
8» • 

Hence we may set 

(1.4) 



3- 

How A2/B2 may bo obtained by replacing b^ by b^ + 

*2A>2 1Q Aj/Bi SO that 

Av , ^ (£' + T&) + a~' 
Bf, -Û-. 

~*Z 

— -&3J (A0-A, +■ ,) ^ ^ 
-Af -£±, A-x, 

As above wo nay let 

4* ^ U^l-4 4 + ^ ^ 

from which it follows because of (1*4} that also 

A* = -4 * ** 
(1.5) 

4** 
3, ■/- ^a, ^ 

Wo will now show by Induction that in general 

- JL^. 

(1.6) 
A /H, 

^*v $-\x — 3f 

It will be sufficient to show that if the theorem is 

true for all values $ n, it la true for n + 1. 

From (1.6) we see that 

A*, _ A-, *- A* . 

SU,-/ + a~* 

Clearly An+i/Bn+i may be obtained iron An/Bn by sub¬ 

stituting bn + On+lAn+1 ?
or *>n» so that 
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+■ l 
&++ -H 

**+%+ I 
£+% + J 

+ 4^ A+*> -2s 

‘•'H^ 9  //A,., +*~ A**-») + a^*> ^-, 

+ I ( 8*\ —/ + &rx -Zi) ~t~ ■*■ I 8*+* —/ 

■+%■*■! At + -~^ + \ Â~-t 

■ i Bt*\ *■ i fin -/ 

lienee on setting numerator and denominator equal on 

both aides we have 

A/ly+l ~ ^OF* + &~+x+! A S*y. _/ 

5*» + | — ^ | St, ■/" ^Av ^1/ B/*% —t * 

How sines we know that formulas (1.6) hold for n * 2, 

the theorem Is established. 

In order to show more clearly the dependence of 

the function A^on Its elements, we will use the 

functional notation 

(1.7) 
> ^a* > ~ 

•» / j  * ^ 'Vt- 

which was introduced by Th. Kulr. Then also 

4*-, = k ( a-' ' tt*' " ' J Æ—> 

[■l0 , , ' ~V ^ 
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If all the Indices are increased, by one, the last 

expression becomes 

(1.0) 

Finally it should be noted, because of its fre¬ 

quent application, that 

(1.0) ^ f ^i _ „ _ -t~ A. 

A * * %■ 

A*-, C* A**-* 
— - - - » 

^4» —/ — 2/ 

This result was obtained by substituting or in 

the continued fraction 

- | * 
rz 8^ 

A„-, ■h ^ - a/ 

ÆH -2/ 

The functions 

A * /^ / Ax _ A'** _ 
"a, ' e, ' ~ 

are called the approximants of thocontinued fraction. 

The last approxlmant A^/Bp, is equal to the continued 

fraction itself while the approxlmant A^/B^ of the 

kth order is used to determine the value of the 

(k <*. l)~termed continued fraction obtained by leaving 

off the last n - k terms of the continued fraction (1.9). 

The polynomials and B^aro called the numerator and 

denominator, respectively, of the nth approxlmant. 
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We will make a timely observation by noting here 

that, on using the Muir Symbols, the numerator and 

denominator of the nth approximant of the continued 

fraction 

may be expressed as 

A»,* : k' 

il'io) 

f 1 J ^ + 2/ ^ 

> -£> + \ j - - 

Ft* <p r>t. 

(t'iO 

\^>*+l /» J - 

4h/'s ns & S&e. r^/ià/ 

“ y ) • 

3• Independent expression of approximate numer¬ 

ator and denominator* Until now the numerators and 

denominators An* Bn of successive approximants have 

been calculated by means of the recursion formulas 

(1.6), but now we will derive an Independent ex¬ 

pression for these functions. To this end we will 

consider 

(1.12) 

If this expression is multiplied out, there will be 

in the ensuing aggregate certain terms which contain 



b*s In the denominator and others whose denominators 

have the value one* If we denote by Pn* all the 

terms of the latter form and by Pn" those of the former 

then - P* 4 , 

How it can be easily verified that 

Pt; - »* 

p,'-~ -4-4 + *. = 
A'* 

If, therefore, we can prove the recursion formula 

BK ~ -4», E*—z> (/hi. 2s ) 

it will follow that in general Pn* - An, since An sat¬ 

isfies the same formula* . 

From the definition of Pn It follows that 

**-*-(" È7..,) 

* -L R-' 

On substituting n~l for n, we obtain 

/^l -, “ -4V_/ 

so that if Pn_i In the last term is replaced by this 

expression, we obtain 

^ - 4, /£-/ + ^ ^>'2/ ^ *«» . 

4> £/*~2/ 

Since pn-2 is Independent of «very term of 

will contain b»s in the denominator* 
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fi * 
Likewise every term of bn

?n-lB ara* anpn~2* con¬ 

tain b*s in the denominator. Hence 

~ £»-/ + ^ * 

Therefore An - Pn* and we may write 

(1.13) 
*,**-2, 

T 

Ak + ** 
y nr ~/c+2, 

j j>~ a**' *t. ^4+ ^ + 

UK*4 k <V/ lK4,t ^4+i,4j2+3 

Similarly, 

/ a y Af** 

(i.i4) " -4 A A u -h 2 4,7^7- A.* <A, 

4 ^ -■ 
i A ̂a/ 

4. The fundamental formulas. When XQ, X^, xg, 

• • • are ary variables for which the equations 

X. ” -to X) +• A-t X%, ; 
/, =. JLt -b #3 > 

(1.15)       

y^ ■=. A 

hold, any two of these variables may be considered 

as independent while each of the remaining variables 

is a different linear homogeneous function of them. 

We will prove, in particular, that, if n is ary index, 

x0 and x^ will be such a function of xn and xn j. 

this end we write the first n equations in the form 
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K •' *< = -i. + a‘ 

Xx • £ - 

z»-i: ~ ■&*>-,+ -5-^  . 
* X/H+/ 

Thus we obtain the relationship 

*»_ - y-  * 
x, XC7+ -X~x-t + 

A 4^. 

/£» • X*\ + , ^ 

which exists between this system of equations and the 

continued fraction. Hence by fomuls (1.9) we nay write 

h- - 
' 

Z^/M _/ /&» •’ f*\-n ^ 

Sli -/ • /^vH + f ^ ^ -2/ By^ -, +’^~' &*'-*,**+) 

By a simple induction it may be easily demonstrated 

that the equality applies not only to the fractions, 

but to their numerators and denominators as well. Hence 

— ///V»-f X/H ’l_ - Is XyVx. -t- , 

(1.16) ^ - Bjfy -I ^ ^ ^ / ' 

When now tha indices of all the a, b, x are Increased 

by a number h we obtain a system of equations which 

begin ?* lines later than the equations in system (1.15). 

If we denote by A^ , the approximant numerator 

and approximant denominator, respectively, of the con¬ 

tinued fraction 
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J 4? + i Afin   ^ + 

^1+ / ^ -^fi -t-i, •*■ -^/} +■ /»»x 

we derive the equations 

Xfi - A*../?fi +* + A**** $ + / 

A- a~>> 

in the same way as we did the equations (1,16). 

Now on rewriting equations (1.16) and setting ✓»*- = A 

and replacing x ^ a ni x^, by the expressions above, 

we obtain 

Xo 

X, 

= A*-,,fi + + *-!*«-*,*+aj 

fa-'4*'-''* + *> 4.-,,*) %-***-fa4i 

Also on directly substituting lor A in 

equations (1.16) we find that 

*o stf+H-fi,, t+i + fi + + i A^ i- fi-2, ^ +* - > 

- By*\ + ^ -/ "** A+%+1 &A\+ fi~2. /K + /!• 

from which we conclude that 

(1.17) 
Bt., A*-,,* 4- «„ B»-* 

Using the Muir Symbols for A*,^ and B^,^ we see that 

g _ A 
U/*> h - **An ~t } à 11 ) 
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so that la formulas (1*17) the B*s may be replaced 

by the A’s. Bence we obtain 

A+ p)^A~i A/n-If A + A^-z, A A*.-Xj A + ! 

Other formulas of fundamental Importance may be 

obtained from these by assigning various values to 

and/M^. In particular, when n - 1, these become the 

recursion formulas 

A^ - A $ _/ l 

- A 
B*-> * ** B*'*' * 

If A 13 set equal to 1, we obtain 

- _-/d A**.,,, + £■» ) 
(1.10) 

5*H 5. A AT. ~{J 
J 

so that if in the first of these equations we increase 

all the indices by a number à and substitute B*s for 

A*s as indicated in (1.11), it becomes 

(1.19) 

Then if n +1 and A-I are replaced by n and * and 

the Bfs replaced by A's, we obtain the corresponding 

equation 

-- -l. . A. 
T*+i )h~t 

à —i ^ 
-f- + l (1.20) 
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5* tj|y| fundament a 1 formula 3. We 

will now obtain an expression for the difference of 

successive approxiaants. Using the recursions rela¬ 

tions we find that 

8*-,~ 
S

A r ^A-\
+A

A ^A-J) 
B

A~I~ ^A~I(^A 
B

A-I.) 

~ ~ aA (A>~, SA-Z, - ^A~2y BA->) ' 

On repeating this process successively we obtain 

finally 

4» Ba~ ^ A-, 
8

A 
r
 «A- 7 " ** *' (A* B-> 

so that when A0, A_^, 0O are replaced by their 

respective values we find that 

(1.21) Ax Bx-rAx-, Bx - L->^a, aA - -- aA . 

From this it follows that 

AA_ _ AA-L - *4. 

&A BA-< S*., 

In order to find an expression for the differ¬ 

ence between any two approxinants, it should be noted 

that on using formulas (1,17) 

AXU+A-I 
B

A-,~ A*-, ^ +A -( - (AA-I BH-OA* S^-IXA) BA - / 

— A*-, (B*~> A/*-hA +~ *-A 

— -Æj B^A BA-Z,~ &A-I J , 
On applying the recursion relations to the right-hand 



member we find that 

so that 

/4y*v + fi-l   ^ A-t 

(1.25) 8>~i 

In particular if n : 2, equation (/•*>3) becomes 

so that now we have an expression for the difference 

of successive even or odd approximants. 

6. Convergence of numerical continued fractions. 

Until now the elements of a continued fraction have 

been considered as independent variables and the con¬ 

tinued fraction Itself was said to be a function of 

these variables. In particular a (n -/■ 1)-termed con¬ 

tinued fraction was said to be a function of 2n * 1 

variables and was designated by Aj/Bn. If now we al¬ 

low these variables to take on numerical values, the 

value of the function will be perfectly defined except 

when 0, in which case we say the continued frac¬ 

tion has no numerical value. However, if a partial 

denominator is zero, the continued fraction may be 

J 
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defined. For example, the continued fraction 

/- JL J_ 
i + o J 

«here the last term ~ is meaningless, has the value 

one* We see also, on using the recursion relations, 

that 

/ L Û, . + 
i~i ■*" O 

_ — : 

2/ 

provided that an and Bn_2 are different from zero. 

In general, the continued fraction 

& 4- &■ > 
-r-  + A. & A+l 

'A + ~A *-t 

  y. &A + M. ~i 

Ail 

may have a definite value «hen the continued fraction 

J, * 4. A A A -'Vw — / 

has the value zero# If this is the case, 

A W J 
n o 

so that 

fil*»/J J 

A~-tj * 

From the fundamental formulas we see that 

AM _ Al-i ^A-Z> ~>j A 
Bt-I A*-,,), t- <i SJ.J, 

- A, 4,.„ 

*> 0>-v 
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From this it follows that the continued fraction is 

equal to A ^/B A provided that and ^-i&re both 

different from zero. If this, last condition is not 

satisfied, no value is assigned to the continued frac¬ 

tion. 

A continued fraction 

Û-2* a-, 
/*, -h 

may have an infinite number of terms, in which case 

it* is said to be non-terminating. If the Infinite 

sequence of its approzimants 

Ao 
8. 

J / 

approaches a limit, that is, 

(1.25) 

the continued fraction is said to be convergent and 

^ is said to be its value. It should be noted, 

however, that a convergent continued fraction may have 

among its approzimants a finite number of meaningless 

terms. 

If the limit (1.25) does not exist, the continued 

fraction is said to be divergent. ®e say that it is 

"unessentially divergent" if 

/H —*>-«> A ' 

otherwise "essentially divergent*. It should be noted 
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that if a continued fraction is unessentially divergent, 

it may happen that 13^=. 0 for infinitely many values of 

the index n. 

Theorem 1.1* When two of the three equalities 

A. 

B* 

C. 

f. - a., 

A * -/ + f A 

^ *■
1
 t'2' _ — - 

4. -- £. + £<_ - '£±_ 
à, + JLj -h +■ t + 

are satisfied, and when a^, ag, . . * aA are different 

from zero, then the third holds * 

It may happen that the continued fractions B and C 

are both non-terminating, or they may both terminate, 

ending with the same term. In the latter case we will 

suppose that a***.-/**«-/ is the last term. Then we 

may consider the more convenient formulas 

A*. ft - 

1 o 
8*-t *■ 

B*. 
% - 

C*. 
e ^ A A^ —f A —tj/i f AS*x 
70 

&A-i A &A -2/ 

If B and C are non-terminating, on taking limits, the 

© > o 
•§ equations become 

A ft c 
Ai-, +■ 

l 0 

%» + B2i-a/ 



B**. 

C~*. 

M ■ 
A_ 

) 

fo - JL* 4A+~-I - JL>^ AA.,A-,,A *
A

* Aa^ 3~-', 
*> —>» 8^ __t . \ ± a . 8. - Æ . dtx-t, a 4- <5.^ &J-2, A 

Ete will now develop the proof for the non-termin¬ 

ating continued fraction, then on omitting the limits 

a proof for the finite case will be obtained. 

The proof falls in three parts. First. V.e will 

assume that 

_ ^ * + A?>-* 

&A-I + &A~Z A/» 

then if we assume also that 

f r A~-h * , 

it will follow that 

A A-i A »\-tj A A A ~z> A-À 

^ B~~—  

B>_, + B^ 
8A\~1 J ^ 

= A -h A A-* &»-/, > a-A * 

&A -/ A/ti-tj A + B A-3, Ë+i~ljA ^ t 

Hence C is established. 

Second. Suppose that 

S - A*-t AM-IJ A + *-A A A-z 
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Then If also 

-t J A 

B+'-i,* ^ o for n sufficiently lar^o, so that we 

nay divide numerator and denominator of ° by ~ «, 

ÆH-/^, SI • Consequently 

ÂA-, ^ 'V* 

_! AM—I, A ^ ^^A~2/ 

&*\ ~ij h 

and because of B, ^ AA-^B.nd ^C ;» + ^ 3»-* 

aro tho limiting values of the numerator and denom¬ 

inator respectively* These quantities cannot both 

vanish, for then it would follow that A-H, 

But by (1*21) this expression is equal to + At a*— 

which, according to our hypothesis, is different 

from zero* Hence, the limit of the denominator can 

not vanish, for if it did, it would follow, because 

of the finiteness of Co , that also tho limit of the 

numerator nu3t vanish, which is impossible. Hence 

we may replace the limit of the quotient by the quo¬ 

tient of tho limits so that 

£ _ dji-j + Ah-v 

+ #/»-•» 

Finally suppose that A and C hold, then because 

of A 
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(&»-, £> - 4*-,) - - *■* (BA-* £ - 

The contents In the parentheses on the left cannot 

vanish, for if so, since ^ 7* & , It would follow 

that ^-a. C would vanish also* But this 

says that 

^A-t &A-Z, ~ - 0 • 

Hence by (1.21) 4, = * , which by our 

hypothesis Is Impossible# Therefore 

<?„ = fo-, _ 

Then on substituting d *+*% -/ 

-r 

z. ^ A< 

^A—/ A A,-*-I - AÀ„, 

But according to (1.22) the denominator of this last 

fraction Is equal to 

b*) a,,  ^ #H-*, ,) * 

If ^ and n are replaced by / and n v* 1, respectively, 
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the numerator becomes 

û-t  ^A-I ^K' A-I - h*) &t 4^ * - - A Q'fjJ• 
A-* 

The last equation may be written as 

e ~ - a, J<^ i-'; At - 
- - ^ 1 -t, A 

(rO’-'a, ^ . 
"** *■*-,.* 

= ‘t~-i,* 
M &+%—!, A 

so that B holds and the proof of the theorem is com¬ 

plete. 
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CHAPTER II 

CONTINUED FRACTIONS WITH COMPLEX ELEMENTS 

In this section we study the convergence of 

continued fractions whose elements may be real or 

complex. Of fundamental importance is the follow¬ 

ing theorem of Pringsheim.^ 

Theorem 2.1. If the elements an and bn of the 

continued fraction 

(2.1)   
L, + -i-ij b "^3 b 

are ary real or complex numbers which satisfy the 
MMNM* 4«MMN» «MMMAMMMB «MMmaMmMMMIMM» «MMMMIWM* «MMMMMMMI# «MMW 

inequalities 

/JLI +' *'3' -"I; 

the continued fraction is convergent and its absol¬ 

ute value is 1. 

We recall that the recursion formula for Bn is 

(2.2) £H-/ + * 

Using this relation and our hypothesis we see that 

jpAwJ % /£,/1PM-iJ —1&~(z 

On subtracting from each side of this in¬ 

equality we find that 

I. O* P&JIAJO**Sj ÀA ^JcJzA.JL. 
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ie^l- z (/Al -l**-*!). 
It Is now easily seen that 

(2.5) -/«— </ = (}£~l-l)(li~-,\-l)---(fi’l-l) 

5 

From this It is clear that the )&+{ are monotone 

Increasing and since - /y they are all different 

from zero. Hence there re no meaningless approx- 

imants and we may write 

(2.4) 
_ A 

- o *■ a., 
8.8, 

d‘ .**. t- --- + tr'/W *»-•*-» . 

8, 82, Ss BSH—I 

It is clear from equation (2.4) that the convergence 

of the continued fraction implies the convergence 

of the series 

£> -h &■> _ __ A* 
8.8, -ëj3„ *■ - - - + f',; «■ 

A,-» 

and conversely. Thus we may confine our attention 

to the latter. 

From (2,3) we obtain the following inequality; 

j 4 0-z, — ^ 
I ft,-. * 

Thus we see that the series 
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ia term by term less than the convergent series 

and hence it is itself convergent and its absolute 

value # l. 

Prom these conditions we are able to obtain 

other criteria for convergence, among which are the 

following: 

Theorem 2.2. The continued fraction 

(».ii 

with partial numerators different from zero, con¬ 

verges when the inequalities 

\4-,I ? /**/ y //*/ ? /4 I 
or the inequalities 

* ID ? jfci , l*~l ? 
are satisfied, and of these not all are equalities. 

To prove this theorem we will need to make use 

of the following lemma which we will now establish. 

Lemma. When one of the two continued fractions 

(2.5) Jo + *£. 4*. ^3 
~K+ <*,*• -zr. - 

(2.6) d0l0 * c.e, a. £, Ot, 
4 L, + 
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where the Cn ere ell different from zero, converges 

then so does the other, end the value of the second 

Is CQ tines the value of the first. 

Let An and Bn be the numerator and denominator, 

respectively, of the nth approxiaant of the first 

continued fraction and let Cn and Dn be tbe same 

for the second continued fraction, le will now prove 

by Induction that 

= Co C/ — - 

(2.7) ** • 

It may easily be verified that (2.7) holds for b z ' 

We will assume that it is valid for k and 

prove that it is true for /**■ = * + / ♦ 

From the recursion relations (1.6) we know that 

e**> + e*+, \+, ^*-i 

&K+1 s ct + i -Ar+j c*>i 

Because of our assumption 

-  ^k + a*n.,(c* ct ck*x)ftk 

- (c*c<--ck+,) (A+A + #*->) 

~ C* C' 
CK+X /At>/ « 

Similarly 

A-hl ~ ci'~ CKH A+t - 



Hence 

- c. /rw € 

To continue with the proof of the theorem we 

recall that, according to Theorem (1*1), if the con¬ 

tinued fraction 

-h A* _ _ - 
■i-zs V" ^3 ■+■ 

converges and has a value different from zero, the 

given continued fraction (2.1) will converge. By 

Theorem (2.1) this will be the case if 

II, l si 
//* / X M- I + l Cyh' ~ 3' Ÿ' X 

and inequality holds for at least one value of n. 

If now the given continued fraction is transformed 

into the equivalent continued fraction 

(2.8) flX- C/ y—   

the conditions for convergence become 

/c, M, / 2 / 

(2.9) I I g Jc*%-i / • 

In particular, we may take CH » /£+#ani U - 

A. ..'fio , so that we obtain 

/ij ? /**/ , [X./ 5 / + !a~+' I 

and 

lA/z/fiTT ; /XH/ Z >7^7" v- (*•**i 
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and the theorem 13 established. 

If now we define the c's in terms of some real, 

positive quantities P^, P2* P3, . . . . we obtain 

Theorem 2.3. For the convergence of the con¬ 

tinued fraction 

Û. I - — — - 

TT + 12+ A ■h 

each of the following conditions Is sufficientt 

(2.10) £ (? ^2.) 

(2.11) 

If in the equivalent continued fraction (2.8) 

the c*s are assigned the values £•* " , where 

Pn is real and positive, the Inequalities (2.3) go 

over into 

/? 5 / 

so that 

 I ^ R, —/ 
A-, ^ / BU-, P~ 

If we take P* ->2> $ condition (2.10) is obtained. 

For f*. ^ + \ we get condition (2.11). 

In the remainder of this chapter we consider 

continued fractions of the form 
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-4 27^ 

AD The following theorem of Stern and Stolz 

establishes sufficient conditions that the continued 

fraction be essentially divergent* Under the sane 

hypotheses, Yon KocfcPshows that the even and odd 

approximants approach definite limits. Finally, on 

using some of these results, necessary and sufficient 

conditions for the convergence of a continued fraction 

with all positive elements are obtained. 

Theorem 2.4. If the series ^ /-/*,/converges. the 

continued fraction 

~ZZ-h £3 

diverges, and is not even convergent in the broader 

sense. 

If a continued fraction has only a finite number 

of meaningless approximants so that their order is 

less than a finite number k, a test for convergence 

may be obtained from the test for convergence of 

the corresponding infinite series. Thus, for /yx-v Ar 

A necessary and sufficient condition for the con- 
/ / / 

vergence of the series is that the expression 

2. ^ cJ Z3^- 

3. 
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exist for sufficiently large n and that the general 

terra be one of a convergent series* In particular we 

xaust have 

(2*12) 

1/ By the Euler-Lïinding formula (htv) 

t>~ - J.A-- ^ (' * * ,1 
So we see that Bn contains only such terms as occur 

in the product 

-t. *». - - ^0*^)0* 
z  (i*--6-*)* 

It follows that 

(2.13) /#*. | $ (l+l^fyQ+lU) (l+l£+l)' 

If z? I^J converges, the infinite product 77~ (l + /-£*/) 

converges so that the /&»/ are bounded and the 

condition /â*-, i3 not satisfied. 
/h 

Hence the continued fraction diverges, and it is 

easily verified that the reciprocal continued frac¬ 

tion is divergent for the same reason. 

Theorem 2.5. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 

2.1 the four limits 

At,»* - ~il0 
At •—^ 

/Vt 1 Jbï* B+A*. + 1 ~ ^ i 

At -><*© 



exi3t. where An, Bn are tho nuaerator and denominatorf 

respectively, of the nth ayproxlmant. and 

In the last theorem we showed that 

)&, J ^ (l+ft,l)(! +P»l) (l + ft-'O ' 

It may also be shown that 

/-i-J 4 0^0(l+lil1)--- 

Since, by our hypothesis the series ^/^» / converges, 

the numbers //^s/ and /&»/ are bounded. Heme the 

two series 

(2.14) 2. /*-» ,2. 

are absolutely convergent. From the recursion rela¬ 

tions we have 

-h y 

so that 

- A.*- J‘ -t' A3 + -- - + 

A,**, - A, * 4 ^ ^4' 
A*  
 * &*~*iA*" 

Similar expressions may be derived for and ’ 

Because of the absolute convergence of the series 

(2.14) the four limits 

-Jk*' B-a,^ - 

Ax Ax —>•» 

M AX 

(2.15) 



exist. From the relation +, 8>/t^ ' 

it follows that 

(2.16) V, - 7o - * • 

Theorem 2.6. If the partial denominators bn 

of the continued fraction 

' ÎZ+ 
are all positive, £ necessary and sufficient condi¬ 

tion that the continued fraction converge is that the 

series 2 diverge. 

The necessity of the condition has been estab¬ 

lished in Theorem (2.4). To prove the sufficiency of 

the condition we will show that if the series 

diverges, then the continued fraction converges. 

It is easily seen from the recursion formulas 

(1.6) that the bn being positive implies that all Bn 

are positive, so that 

X. +8*- * 8h'*' 
Thus the series 

A. , _L _ + -h - -TZ J----' 
~fo + &8, Bt8„ 3 

equivalent to the continued fraction, has alternating 

signs and the absolute value of its terms is monotone 

decreasing. It follows from the theory of series that 

if the terms tend to zero as a limit, the series con¬ 

verges. Hence, it will be sufficient to show that 



(2.17) B/U^, ^ « 

Froa the Euler-Minding formula we know that 

contains the terms 

ând 0*~4-, éA& +&»r*S 

+■ ^3 4- - — - -h ~b%v*y -*- I * 

Hence 

(2-18) 

B*,. ? JL,(lx+it + 4, * - ' -+ 

, > ~bt 4- 4- + • 

Therefore when the series 2 diverges one of the 

monotone increasing numbers will increase without 

limit so that 

4| —^ 
(// 

In the following theorem, of Van Vleck necessary 

and sufficient conditions for the convergence of con¬ 

tinued fractions with complex elements are established. 

Theorem 2*7. If* the partial denominators of the 

continued fraction 

J_ !   
4,+ A, + bl*- 

arerwritten in the form If there 

then exists a positive number £ such that for 

_ ! * % 3j  without exception 

*■ PjlAA^y 'JUJL; Ç.1.<ok. 
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-€ 

and If the numbers b^, bg, b5, • . • are not all 

equal to zero, the aoproxlmants of even order ap¬ 

proach a. Halting value; likewise those of odd order. 

Using the recursion formula for Bn and multi¬ 

plying through by the conjugate of A,-, we 

obtain 

(2.19) a. I*., r -Xw B«-i 

If we substitute 

- \l-~K l 4* + * 4*** ^ *' ^ ~ ^ 

(2.20) IL fin-/' 

in (2.19) and separate the real and imaginary parts, 

we see that 

(2.21) ~ /&.-*/*+- fc-l , (A, i /J 

From this it follows that 

(2.22) (Û, 
Z 

J 

since CZ - o .If now ■&-XK 4-1 is the first of 

the numbers bj_, t^, bg, • • • which does not vanish, 

^*<4'! *s a^so the first of the numbers f, ; j Pss~ " 
which does not vanish, since by hypothesis the bn 

are not pure imaginary. It then follows from the 

recursion formula that 
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(2.23) 

And 

8Xf - t ; 

(2.24) g, fij :   = © . 

Thus we see 
pz*+, l8**l*T* o . 

On the other hand for ^ ^ z.* + \ 

/&.-,/*= o . 

Consequently 

(2.25) 
<Z*fi - ft**/ ^ 

but for /K^ u£.Zk*l 

° y 

Dy hypothesis é */&-£ , so that if ve sot 

l) ~ k , thon 

(2.2G) ^ / &. «K SO 

(2.27) ^ 

lienee 

(2.28) }£„l - iv/ +/>■-/ %(i*-k)P~ 

Since @M. %0 j ^ Q ^ follows 

then from (S .4.1) that ^ increases monotonely with n. 

Thus 

(2.29) 

so that according to (d.io) Sh_1 is different fron 0 
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for s», y ïK • Rene© there are no meaningless approxi- 

mant3 from the 2kth order on* 

We will show now that the even approxlmants and 

the odd approximants each approach a finite limit* 

We have for ^ -7 zir+ / 

^**+1    4**-! I - j ¥ I I -ç (jj- J() -/-/ 

Æw / / #H-I I / J 

- il'Mf) + l [8**l - (j+kj ( 

"*> BM.,f jdZ+i 1’[& + ' t*\ 

Thus we see that 

^ ***■+! _ __ ^t^.i du^JL Âi^tz. 

+.t -f rZf 

ore the general terms of absolutely converging series* 

Hence the two limiting values 
\ 

(2.30) 
d^r) ** * ***** 

exist* 

Theorem 2*8. Under the hypotheses of Theorem (3*1) 

the continued fraction is convergent or divergent accord¬ 

ing os the series 

2/1*1 



Is divergent or convergent» 
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Ee will show first that <2* is cheater than a 

quantity containing the scries , whoso 

divergence or convergence determines the convergence 

or divergence of the continued fraction. To this end 

wo note that for /y\ -z> ? 

1I I &»-/ + ^ J ^ //H &.-/_/ 

I 0A*~& I I ^ ^1/ j I &*.-■&! 

- i * l1-1 l0-A* t / v 
/c~-‘Zûw| «£■., 

= ( + (LL5i ^ ut,&) (<c 
^ -I I'T 

^ ‘ //««/ 

If we set r £, then 

e 
G(cz-fc-*) 

e 

When n Is allowed to take on the values n, n-2, n-4, 

. » . - down to 2K ♦ 2 or 2K + 3, according as n is 

even or odd, and the resulting inequalities are rraltl- 

plied together we obtain 
G 
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Slnca BXK-l , - , it follows that, 

for ✓vv 2 / 

/&» J ^ ^ l&t-K +1 ij & , 

From ( &.&*) wo have 

/#*. iL,/ - ^ 

= ^fcV-/ = lJ**+ll ► S-/C /•/ 

77F 

so that 

|JB—./s ■ Ï+-- 

Hence it follows from the inequality Just derived that 

_ â- 

Ip*., I y _£   (*+ s 
^ I 4- l&*K+fl 

On squaring both sides and multiplying by we see 

f z, 
that 

u**)- 

ilM. lLrX_ e"Sl 
n+k) u**r (i +!*>„,0 x « 

From this it follows, because of ( A.JL/ ) and the fact 

that & *1 e^~{ jr Cfc — , that 

<2 -* 2 e 

’~U+KT
L Q+/t*scj) l+K 

lux 
QX(l + li^„!f ~ Î 

If we let 



the inequality may be written as 

^ / <1* \ e 
or 

e 
{^C-H} 4. 2, & (f^- 

+. Q !&**• I 

(£6 +t) fc-l 

+. /£-**• / * 

Then on applying the inequality to Itself again and 

again we obtain finally 

so that, If we take the logarithms of both sides and 

substitute for 0 and g their values, we have 

From Theorem (2.4) we know that if the series 

converges, the continued fraction will diverge* We 

will show now that, conversely, if the series diverges 

then the continued fraction will converge. To do this 

we will show that the limits of the even and odd con¬ 

vergents are equal, that is, that the 

C 
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~ / C* ^ ^ 

Since the series /-A* J diverges, increases 

without limit, and the proof of the theorem is complete* 
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RECENT THEOREMS OK CONVERGENCE OP CONTINUED FRACTIONS 

In this chapter w© study recently developed con¬ 

vergence criteria for continued fractions of the 

form 

X. £_s_  
(3.1) 1 + / + t + 

Among these is the following theorem of Leighton 

Theorem 3.1. Let 

+ I , /l+*»+a3lzl 

I , + a^+A*.., I s *■/ 

Then the continued fraction 

(3.1) -L 5i_ ^ - 
If / + I ■*- 1 + 

converges if some an vanishes, or if actual inequality 

holds in the first two relations and tho limit 

From (3.1) may be obtained the following two 

continued fractions 

(3.2) *x*3 a* *> 
I + —— /V- 

(3.3) 
I - - 

6i, 

l + A* 4- *3 " 

fa4/ 7lS-$ 



whose approxinants are respectively, the even approxi- 

monts A ^ /Band the odd approximants /B , 

or (3*1)• From Theorem (2*1) we know that if 

(3.4) //./ 2 /*-/+! 

the continued fraction 

^3   

converses and 

(3.5) (B^j- [B* -/ / ? /*,**---**-/, 

lienee under the conditions of our hypothesis the con¬ 

tinued fractions (3.2) and (3.3) converse» That is 

to say, the limits 

A%*>. 

exist. 

In order to complete the proof of the theorem we 

must show that 

(3.6) 

Applying the Pringsholn condition (3.5) to the 

continued fractions (3.2) and (3.3) we have 

I ? [û,4z. I (AX^.1,3, ) 

[&%*+*) - l8**1 I * I a‘ ** ---***+> I 
(3.7) 
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On using these inequalities in the formula for the 

difference of consecutive approximates we obtain 

From (2.7) we see that the sequences and 

are strictly increasing with n, so that if the numbers 

/ft"*'] are uniformly bounded, the /ft*» / exists, 

o and finite. Hence (3.6) follows from (2.8). Sim¬ 

ilarly, (3.6) follows from (3.9) if the numbers 

are bounded. We must now dispose of the case where 

Recalling that 

ft*'#'* ~ ft"»'*-/ Bx**, 
the inequality 

/ ft*» / ] &*•* + ! I 

„ + _A1  

' I /ft*',#/ 

Ht 

ft** ft»v-H1 

is obtained. 

Similarly 

Hence (3.6) follows from (3.8) • 

I . /ft#*». +1 / 

* TZZtl 

~~ l | 

/ ft*» I 

« 



so that (5,6) follows from (5,9)• 

Of fundamental Importance Is the Parabola Theorem 
((,) 

of Scott and Wall, which gives the best possible region 

of convergence, symmetric with respect to the real axis, 

for continued fractions of the form (3.1)« 

Theorem 3,2. If the elements an of the continued 

fraction 

(3.1) 
f A, 
I + / + / +■ 

lie within or upon the parabola 

(Ml) ? - #<■*) 9 i, 
then* 

a) . The denominator of the nth approxlmsnt A|j/Bn 

Is different from 0 for all n. 

b) . The sequences of even and old approxltaants 

have finite limits L0 and L^, and f L. — ti | é / 

c) • It 4 o ,  -, the con¬ 

tinued fraction converges if and only if the series 

/ diverges, where Jit •=. / CL^ - y 

 * 

d) • If some an vanishes, the continued fraction 

converges and equals one of its epproxlmsnts. 

e) . The parabola (M/) is the best possible curve 

syafUSkrJLfi withrfispect ie. the real axis having these 

properties. 

In order to demonstrate the validity of part (e) 

we will consider the continued fraction ^ ^ 
to. Sc*6C WttiKj d ' 

^4^ 

lez-n* 
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(3.10) _L i ± £ 
I + / + it I <• 

y 

where + t y. , i - , x and y real, 

If this continued fraction converges, the continued 

fraction 

(3-11) - 2- +■ X. 2. 
/ +■ /v- / 4- 

converges, as well as the continued fraction 

(3.12) 
ptl* 1*1 1*1 

; 
I+XX ~~ !+*-*■ “* / + i<k 

whose approximants are the odd approximants of (3.11). 

Since the elements of the continued fraction (C.12) are 

re?l, it follows that, if it converges, its value must 

he real and it must satisfy the quadratic equation 

£4*- (it*r)M- + - o , 

Hence a necessary condition for its convergence is that 

X+1/^ , which says that Its elements must lie 

inside or upon the parabola ~ . 

The remainder of the theorem Is an immediate conse 

quence of the following lemmas which will now be es¬ 

tablished. 

Lemma 3.1. Suppose that AQ/BQ i_s the nth aoproxi- 

mant of the continued fraction (3.1) and that for some 

nonnegative numbers rn the Inequalities 

<3-1S> fh/>~ j i ^ û*+lJ 2 + /<U + , 

AV r / 

K-", 
^9 '' ^*—1 ~Z- hold 
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Then and the continued fraction converges If 

some CL^ - o • 

We note first that 8^- 1+ , 83* l + + , 

and which, because of (3,13), are both different from 

zero. On setting 0+. - 4**, , it follows 

from the inequalities (3.13) that /4 / -'fy, 

( £& ] — J We will now prove that if 

and if 8M + 1 Ÿ 0 ; ICM.1 ? JL*~ / 

then the same holds for /*. - A *• < . • 

Using the recursion relation it may be easily 

verified t# &cit# 

(3.14) 
■W Q***» + €*^ S>K - 

û’K+i ^\-2s 

Then, if ^Jtxx^ ° » 30 that A*** ! ^ & , we 

obtain 

f i/ _ 1 f / '’At,* 
. + , du 

4r l4: + & *k 

From this it follows, because of (3.13) and our assump¬ 

tion, that 

Hence B**? 0 and A-*? + J . On the other 

hand if Q-tc + x - o , it is clear from the recursion 

relations that &ér-hi ^ O • Furthermore^ 

= ° «At*, . 

7°' 

Hence, since 
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Ip* I Bh + ( / 
1 

A***, - AK+> gives the value of the continued frac- 
&K *-it &K *■< 

tion. 

In general, since ci c*n I = Ai ** —At-+, , 

J Ak*-a, __ Âki-i I ^ K k     /* , 
I "K*-* *>K 4-1 J 

so that if the series / +■ 2L A, AZ—converges, 

the continued fraction converges. 

Lenina 3.2. Ijf there exists positive nu.abers rn 

satisfying the Inequalities (3.13), with actual in¬ 

equality holding for at least one even and one odd 

index, and if 

^ M. 
A, A3 A*---- 

M A-z, Ay- 

=- /, 2; 2j — . , where VL is. a. finite constant, then 

a_ necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence 

of the continued fraction 

(3.1) -j-+ 
a3 •y  

/ + I + Il¬ 

ls that the series *2. ( diverge where 

A - l j '/£ , XH. - z, 3; ¥;   

The continued fraction (3.1) may be written in the 

equivalent form 
i _J  - - - 

X+ + 

in terms of the bn. If Pj/Qu Is the nth approximant, 

it may easily be verified that 
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Making use of the Inequalities (1*3) this equation 

becomes 

(3.15) ë 

If we assume that actual inequality holds in (u.lS) 

for y*. ~ l, ZJ J which is permissible, then the 

quantities 

G, - [<3*l JL, - ^4 <?, - /O.[A.-l°‘l 
[M. 3 / A 1/ l£*l A. 1 

are positive. On applying inequality (5.15) to itself 

we get finally 

A, A,----A+ H**d) 

(3.16) 
A» n A» ^ ( ( I +2 A* Ay - - • 

' *rtl ^ 

We know that 

^**>.♦1 _ /i-H. I - —-——■■ I ^ 

~ô7Z77 ~ 

so that if we can show that the Units , 

exist and that °J 

the proof will be complete. 

The inequalities (3.13) nay be written in the form 

JtL- 11 +■** I ? / I l + A*,+Ail g l 
I'M ' /M 

AIM 11 
I + & *"*+■ i + a Z> I Z. 

I* 

(^5-17) 
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I * +**«+**A**+*li Ax„ +1. 
|^*«+S I I /**.*>„ I 

- 2, 3, £   But these conditions constitute a 

Pringsheim test (established in Theorem (2.2) ) 

for the continued fractions (3.2) and (3.3) of Theorem 

(3.1). Since inequality holds at least once 

exists - and 

JL. Ax^ +t+ =Lr ^ Kow if 

U^. (xt \x--- A~.) ^ O 

A* /»v> ^ ^C^-* A 4* »*■*- + I 
^ 8 %.**> t t 

since, ty leaama (3.1), 

f At, /  , 

y 

12,+%* 
é Z+v 

On the other hand it nay happen that for c > O 

a ± A.* - —>*a—, -* ^ 

L *  ^ "*f . 

Using this fact and our hypothesis that the series 

^ I diverges, it follows from (3.16) that 

In order to complete the proof of the theorem 

we will show that if the elements of the continued 

fraction (3.1) lie within or upon the parabola 

~ ^ 9 the inequalities (3.13) will be 

satisfied for ^ / . 
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Let o' where , K*, are real* 

Then if an lies in or upon the parabola }£{- ^ , 

we oust have 

jd^j - /z, (*- - 3' *' ~ " 

where o t “t / • From this it follows that 

// + CL* I z U 7 *>.+ ^X/ZJ " t**!' 

11 + A* + *3j z l + U3~ (j ~ ^*/4 ~^3/*) + 

jl + CL** * 4^+,J z / + + u-^4-, ? *-»»*• 

2 l I + / \j 

s+% ^ 2-s   • Now since all the conditions 

of lemmas (3.1) and (3-2) are satisfied for A*, - } , 

parts (a) and (d) follow from lemma (3.1) and parts (c) 

and (d) follow from lemma (3.2). The proof of the 

theorem is complete. 

It is a well known fact that the continued fraction 

(3.1) will converge if / - /Ç (*»*/, *,--- ), in 

17) 
the following theorem,Leighton shows that the 

continued fraction (^.1) will converge if t £ ,(/»*]z • 

Theorem 3.3. If 

(3.18) / + ^L- àâ.  
/ +- i +~ I + 

is _a continued fraction in which the xn are complex 

numbers such that 

7 WojU^S^S^s^J- H.S. kroM/ tht 

JtU^~ûiQ+ f irr( iff. 
U 
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1 ^ _L 
~ u (*%*. 1, z, ) 

/4~ 1 Z z% (j*+ = !>  ) j 

the continued fraction will converge* 

Consider the continued fraction 

(3.19) -f i **a. 3 _ _ _ 
\+ 1+ / 4- 

whose elements are defined in terns of the xn of (3. 

by the following relationships; 

(3.20) 

^Z/s, ' 0 + -i)(j + 
X, 

~ / 4 /, . 4,- - J V* - i+*s 

We will now show that, in general, 

(3.21) 
- (j + X3) (1 + <*4.*+-') X~v./ 

^ = (' + *»; V     L a****! 

(3.22) >4 ^.| - j ( 1 + X^-w. 

21   

£U+( = ü + ts) (i + x*.~+,)y 
■ ■— '"" 1 111 X t/»u . 

/T,,  Xz.^. ^ 

ia) 

where Xn and An are the nunerators of the nth sp- 

proxiaants of (3.18) and (3.19), respectively, 
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and Yn and Bn are "the denominators of the nth approxi- 

mants. It may easily be verified, on setting 

that 

(3.23) 

A* •z. !+ ¥ ! — Xi A » — Xe 

A. = (!+*>)(t+**) = Xs_ 
JZ r~ 

A3 x - LLh 
~TT *» 

B.*t =Y, , *>-' f = X 

P% ~ I + ^i> + ^3 ~ ^3 

$ ^ (! + **) (!+*») =- Yz, • 
3 =—J—" Xx, 

We will now suppose that the equalities (3,21) hold 

for all values of ✓H. = /r , and that the equalities 

(3.22) hold for ^ A"—/ f so that on application of 

the recursion relation 

= 4* * < atAT JU , 
AZK-I 

and (3.20) we have 

A . n+r,)— (>*x.„) ZL./W”D- 

-- o?*>— 
^3*. •* 

But 

X - X + ¥,k + X*. 
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Therefore 

/x *ZAC 

= (* + *3) ~ 

A 

- (/+ *3„) d+ *Hc-t) ****->) X*3./r 

If we assume that (5.21) and (3.22) hold for all values 

of >» * A and again use (3.20) we see that 

Ay * """ 

*(/ [z3< + (/»W F^l 
** XŸ -.*** L t-a-x+u 

Finally on replacing X2k W 

i< - Xi**, 
ZriC 4» 

we get 

~ tt*A) (u-ï*Kj±) • 
Xg, Xf Xt.K +3, 

Hence the formulas (5.21) and (3.22) for A2n and A2n ^ 

hold for all values of n. In a similar manner it may 

shown that also the formulas (3.21) and (5.22) for the 

even and odd B*s are valid for all n. Hence, since 

by hypothesis X^ ï o / 7-1 (+.-*!, h )> 
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(3.23) 

so that if the continued fraction (3.1s) converges, 

the continued fraction (3.18) «ill converge, and con¬ 

versely. 

üsing the inequalities /***,„,/ * /£.J z **/y 

in the expressions for ^2n and ^n+l* 
w® see that 

Hence, according to Theorem (2.3) the continued frac¬ 

tion (3.ly) converges, and the proof of the theorem 

is complete. 

The writer wishes to express her appreciation 

for the valuable assistance rendered by Dr. Walter 

Leighton, Jr. in the writing of this paper. 
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